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Temperature field in a fuel pin
of SFR and LFR

Used formulas:



BREST-OD-300
LFR reactor
parameters
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Calculation 05
3. The effective height of the active core :he f f

1 =>



Calculation 06



Calculation 07
3. The effective height of the active core :he f f



Calculation 08
4.Axial linear power distribution across the most powerful subassembly
(plot z vs q’).



Calculation 09
4.Axial linear power distribution across the most powerful subassembly
(plot z vs q’).



Calculation 10
5. Axial temperature distribution profile across the most powerful
subassembly (plot z vs T).



Results: Graphs 11



Phenix fast reactor
parameters12
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Calculation 13
The total mass flow of the reactor:1.



Calculation 14
2. The axial (Kz ) and radial (Kr ) peaking factors:



Calculation 15
3. The effective height of the active core :he f f



Calculation 16
4.Axial linear power distribution across the most powerful subassembly
(plot z vs q’).



Calculation 17
5. Axial temperature distribution profile across the most powerful
subassembly (plot z vs T).



Results: Graphs 18
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Learning objectives:

•To describe the needs for technological and institutional innovations and
improvements in nuclear energy systems with the goal to achieve sustainable
development and deployment.

•To Provide  knowledge and practical skills about nuclear energy as part of
environment of sustainable development with planning and modelling
scenarios.

•To train nuclear personnel (masters and doctoral students, professors and
technicians) to adequately present to the public and policy makers innovations
in the nuclear sector that contribute to the development of a sustainable
world.
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Prerequisites: 21
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•Possess a basic knowledge of mathematics, physics, and nuclear power
technologies; an engineering background (including a bachelor’s degree in
nuclear engineering) is advantageous.

•Successful completion of core module 1 “Energy planning and strategies for
sustainable development” and 2 ‘Planning for Nuclear Energy Sustainability’ of
the model curriculum or a module or course with similar content.
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•Explain the concept of Innovations in Nuclear Energy Sector in Meeting
Sustainable Energy Development Challenges as developed by INPRO and
presented in relevant IAEA publications.

•Relate the INPRO concept of sustainable energy systems to meet the
sustainable energy development for achieving Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).

•To present Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the UN, which include a
dedicated goal on energy (SDG 7)“Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all”

•Meeting basic essential needs in part and achieving full growth potential, and
sustainable development to require economic growth in places where such
needs are not being met.
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ATTENTION!


